Welcome!!
2002
That's when the first talk related to MySQL happened at FOSDEM:

MySQL : Werner Stuerenbourg
10 years!
The first MySQL devroom happened in 2004!

David Axmark organized it

Monty, Brian Aker, Mikael Ronström, Anthony Curtis, Lars Thalmann, Johan Andersson, Zak Greant, Georg Richter, Guilhem Bichot, Harmut Holzgraefe were present and some gave a talk (schedule has been lost...)
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- To FOSDEM organization
- To the MySQL & Friends Devroom's committee 2014:
  - Roland Bouman
  - Andrew Morgan
  - Daniël van Eeden
  - MC Brown
  - Colin Charles
  - Kenny Gryp
  - Cédric Peintre
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• and the companies who sponsored it:

  ORACLE
  MariaDB
  PERCONA